Guidance registration details

In order to work in the SPF units you will have to meet 2 requirements:

1. Course
2. Guidance to SPF

1. Course – takes place once every six months, and entitles you to an ethics clearance number. (for inquiries please contact Tanya who is in charge of the course).

You can get a temporary clearance from Tanya for 6 months until you can take the course (this is issued only once per person).

2. Guidance – in order to get a palm clearance to work inside one of the SPF units, you must undergo the following guidances:

   a. First - A Basic SPF guidance, takes place at EIN-KAREM
   b. Then - A specific complementary guidance to each unit you are intended to work in, takes place at each relevant unit.

   • These guidances are valid only for a short period of time, so you should only take them in close proximity to the time you wish to work in the units. In case you do not enter the unit shortly after the guidance, you will be required to undergo the guidance again.

   • If you are actively working in one of the SPF animal facility and need to work in another facility – register to the complementary guidance only.

   • If you need refreshment guidances (due to a period in which you were not active in animal facility) – you must register to both the basic guidance and the complementary guidances.

The guidances are performed around once a month. No individual guidance will be given.

Registration to both the course and the guidances is done through our website:
http://animals.huji.ac.il/courses/register.asp

** Before the guidances please read the relevant documents from the website:
https://animals2.ekmd.huji.ac.il/He/home/courses/DocLib/Forms/AllItems.aspx